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Their current thematic release titled, “NO RESERVATION” creates an escape with a memorable and distinct sound, which is a testament to these producers. Join in on the fun by listening to how LIFE IS SUITE combines the party-hard-hitting character of
Electro House with the mystic presence of diﬀerent Tribal Music of The Americas - over a trap drop. This playfulness of genre experimenting and fusion that is native to the LIFE IS SUITE soundscape is what delivers the freedom you need to put your bags down and
check in.
Now, envision yourself on the expansive (and expensive!) wrap-around terrace of a 46th floor private suite and overlooking the shimmering lights of the panoramic Las Vegas grandeur. The magnetism of a majestic lifestyle can hearten the soul of any musician
and make the skyline appear to spell the words “live your dream”. Surrounded by the stars, inspiration, and comradery; one can begin to cherish the jovial emotion in the air. This became a home away from home. (Home Suite Home)You are now enlightened to the
force which gave birth to LIFE IS SUITE!
Like anything else in its formative age, LIFE IS SUITE speaks of aspirations. Similar to a child nurturing his own desires and striving to accomplish. By virtue of this innocence that LIFE IS SUITE places on their artistic legacy, a touch of carelessness and
mischievousness develops over their persona.Thus, maturing into a free-spirited character with an admirably childlike imagination that holds no reservation in its self esteem. LIFE IS SUITE is for the kids. Such youthful imagery and self expression reflects on the feel
good music of LIFE IS SUITE. Since LIFE IS SUITE is for the kids, then their studio sessions always begin by “getting the sillies out”, as the guys from LIFE IS SUITE say. By first cracking a few jokes, then cracking a few beers, LIFE IS SUITE ambitiously gets to work
and starts production of their first album. An album soon to be comically titled, “Life is Suite is 4 The Kids”. A carefully selected list of songs, that takes recognizable samples and clashes them with Pop sounding instruments, and “sprinkles it with love.” Getting Sia
and other like minded artists to collaborate is a goal they wish to accomplish for this blend of songs.
The tenacity ingrained in LIFE IS SUITE shows reputably through the collection of melodies they have been scoring so far. With each song LIFE IS SUITE releases on their online platforms, the group gains new supporters. With the attentive engaging of their
social mediums, LIFE IS SUITE deepens a thriving relation with their listening and viewing public. With a repertoire of beats, mixes, mashups, remixes and videos, LIFE IS SUITE breeds a musical trade that stretches over many streams.
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End of Year Mix
SantaCon
Melotronic
However Do You Want It
Next Episode Bootleg
No Reservation
Burning x Worst Behavior
Home Suite Home Mix
UKnowULikeDaSatisfactionBooyah
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Shimmering
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